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Essential Question:
What should every teacher know about the 

English language in order to effectively serve 
ELs from diverse cultural backgrounds and at 

varying English proficiency levels?



First, take a look at some of the 
characteristics that define language.



Language is systematic.
• There is order and form, i.e., it is a rule-governed 

system with a set of finite rules. 

• There is a system of vocabulary– it is finite but can 
express infinite sets of ideas. 

• Words can be manipulated, given different shades 
of meaning and function to express an infinite sets 
of ideas. 

• Words carry meaning by their placement and not 
just by their existence.



Language is generative.
• A finite set of words and rules allow us to 

generate an infinite sets of utterances.

• We can produce utterances/sentences that we 
have never produced before.

• Memorization of all possible sentences in a 
language is impossible.



Language is an arbitrary set of symbols.

Arbitrary à not being able to predict…
• the meaning of a word when you hear it.
• the grammar of the sounds of the word.
• the relation between sounds and symbols.

House
Maison
Casa

Cat
Chat
Gato



Arbitrariness is …
also seen when the same symbols occur in two 
different languages, but carry different meanings.
“sale”
English: discounted price
French: dirty

“qui”
English: an object to unlock a door
French: who?



Language has displacement. 
• The capacity of human languages to describe things not 

happening in the present, e.g., a speaker may predict the future, 
recall the past, or tell a lie about a situation from last week.

• Language is used to communicate about what is not present, a 
hypothesis, or a plan. 

Teaching ELs from diverse backgrounds and at varying English 
proficiency levels requires being aware of interrelationships 
between language and the brain, language and social structure, 
and language and attitudes toward English.



Language is essentially human.

Language is a tool for thought and a medium 
of self-expression.



Language operates in a speech community.

Linguistic competence is being able to understand a 
language. 

Linguistic performance is the ability to produce a language.



Language is used for 
communication.



Symbols in a language have…
conventionalized meanings to which they 

refer as agreed upon by their users.



Language is acquired by all people in 
much the same way.



In sum, every teacher must be aware of the 
characteristics of the English language 
in order to  effectively serve ELs from 
diverse cultural backgrounds and at varying 
English proficiency levels.




